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EVOICE
The panel consisted of lhree stu-
dents, three parents of students,
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of
the college, Robert Hampton, dean
of the college, and Catherine
WoodBrooks, dean of student life.
Concerns of the audience fo-
cused primarily on possible flaws
in existing alcohol policies.
Gaudiani described the evolution
of the policy. "Each year the rules
have toughened up and we see a
change happening," she said.
She stressed the importance of
making rules that can be enforced,
and added that severely strengthen-
ing the policy would not signifi-
cantly decrease alcohol consump-
tion on campus, butinsteadencour-
age unsafe drinking in dorm rooms
and off-campus.
Some parents were. concerned
about the lack of action by the ad-
ministration to curb alcohol use and
abuse on campus.
Amy Mass, '92, chairofthealco-
hoi policy and recommendations
committee, said that decisions
about the alcohol policy are made
by the entire college community,
not just the administration.
Gaudiani said changes in the
policy would have to be the result of
Ad Fontes
Listen and be heard:
Strossen heralds
right to free speech
free speech has eroded dramati-
cally and halted, and I think we are
beginning to see a mark backwards
in the past few years."
Strossen cited two rulings -
Russ vs. Sullivan which prohibits
federally-funded family planning
clinics from offering abortion in-
formation and the "nude dancing"
decision which allows communi-
ties to forbid nude dancing by con- •
senting adults - as examples of ]
free speech in jeopardy. ~
=============~ She believes the deci- .~
sions have weakened the ~
core principles of free ~
speech. The Court has pre- ~
viously protected these. 'li
principles, even if the ex - ..
pressed viewpoint is offen-
sive and unless a specific
causal connection can be
shown, linking the speech
with imminent danger.
Strossen decried limita-
tions on National Endow-
ment for the Arts funding for art-
work which "might be considered
indecent" and the pending Pornog-
raphy Victims Compensation Act.
These efforts put authors and art-
ists in the position of having to
predict jury subjectivity and audi-
ence reaction, both of which are
variable and based on a wide spec-
trum of values, she said. "The
blame-the-book phenomenon has
See Strossen p. 9
by Sarah Huntley
Editor in Chief'
Heralding free speech and criti-
cizing federal erosion of constitu-
tionally protected rights, Nadine
Strossen, president of the American
Civil Liberties Union,launched the
Student Activities Council's
speaker series Tuesday.
Strossen, the first woman and
youngest person to be elected head
of the ACLU, lectured on the cur-
'If we search our
consciences, virtually
every person would like
to make just one exception
to free speech.'
- Nadine Strossen,
president of the ACLU
rent state of the First Amendment,
which is currently celebrating its
200th anniversary.
Presenting the clause's history,
Strossen illustrated cases which
suggested that until recently the
Supreme Court had been broad in
its interpretation and protection of
First Amendment principles.
Now, however, she said, 'This
trend toward gradual expansion and
steady expansion of the scope of
Parents question college's
policies on use of alcohol
by CarJ Lewts
The College Voice
Changes may be in the air regard-
ing alcohol policy on campus, as
evidenced by the flow of conversa-
tion and concerns raised during a
Parents' Weekend panel discus-
sion on alcohol use and college
policy.
"The Rumor" grips community
by Jeffrey Berman
Publisher
As if midterm worries and pres-
sures were not enough, many Con-
necticut College students (and stu-
dents at colleges allover the East
Coast) have been stressing out this
week about The Rumor.
Although there are numerous
variations to The Rumor, here are
the basics: Nostradamus, a French
astrologer, sort of a Jean Dixon for
the 1500s who made thousands of
predictions, allegedly predicted
there would be a mass murder in
1991 on Halloween at a small New
England college on a hill next to
railroad tracks and in an L-shaped
dorm.
The Oprah Winfrey Show alleg-
edly reported this information in an
episode on psychic phenomena and .
a number of national news publi-
cations have been rumored to have
reported the story.
Lynda Simon, director of media
and' corporate communications for
Harpe Productions, denied the re-
porting of The Rumor on The
Oprah Winfrey Show. ''There has
never been a psychic on this show
who has predicted anything. Pe-
riod," she said.
However ridiculous the circum-
stances may seem, The Rumor has
sparked some real concerns.
"When I first found out, an eerie
feeling came over me and I didn't
really want to walk home alone,"
said David Buffum, '92. "When
you first' hear about it you're
scared." Some students who live in
singles, although they are often re-
luctant to admit it, have been host-
ing mini-slumber parties.
But students at other colleges
have heard the rumor too, and, per-
haps not SOsurprisingly, the details
of The Rumor change to fit their
institution.
"There's a rumor that
Nostradamus predicted there's go-
ing to be a mass murder in a T- or
cross-shaped dorm at one of three
See Rumor p. 8
Students jump the gun, sort of
by Sarah Huntley
Editor in Chier
Reports of a mysterious gunman
on campus Saturday night were
minimized Sunday when it became
apparent that the stranger was, in
fact, a student dressed for a costume
party, carrying a toy gun.
At least one student reported the
incident to Campus Safety around
II p.m, on Saturday, saying there
was a man in K.B. basement car-
rying what might have been a
sawed-off shotgun.
Kris Stefani, '93, a resident of
K.B., said he returned to the dorm
after an off-campus Halloween
party.
Stefani, who is approximately
six feet tall, slender, with dark hair,
was wearing a denim jacket and
jeans on Saturday, fitting the de-
scription in Security Alerts posted
by Campus Safety.
Mark Hoffman, coordinator of
student activities and administrator
on call this week, said one of the
students who reported the original
incidentconftrmed that Stefani was
the person she saw in K.B. with the
"gun."
student demands. "What an admin-
istration can't do is legislate this
from the top," said the president.
"This is culture in transforma-
tion," she said, and later added,
"The culture of college still sup-
ports drinking."
"Over the long run things are
probably getting bener, but they're
getting better more slowly than the
demands of people who want to see
the culture change," she said.
Parents attending the discussion
were concerned about the social
alternatives available to those who
choose not to drink. '
Gaudiani commented that the
Coffee Ground Cafe, which
opened in 1989, wascreated in re-
sponse to demands from students
for a social setting in which alcohol
would not be present. Renovation
plans for the Crozier-Williams Stu-
dent center reserve space for an
expanded Coffee Ground Cafe.
Hampton expressed his support
for this effort, and said, "One of the
things we have to do is to help those
students who choose not to drink."
He said that there is a growing
population of students that do not
consume alcohol. "There is a
See Alcohol p. 11
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VIEWPOINT
Sincerely,
Robert L. Hampton, Dean of the College
Philip Ray, AssociateDean of the College
Joan King, Associate Dean of the Col1ege
Louise S. Brown, Dean of Freshman
Catherine WoodBrooks, Dean of Student Life
Harrowing preludes to Halloween
Is it us, or has this campus just about lost it? Even if
Nostradamus didn't damn us, there's plenty of evidence to
suggest Halloween is a culminating point for some weird,
well, stuff going on in this ivory tower.
For starters, there's the Rodent Alert. Perhaps the most
pleasant thing to wake up to: a sign posted outside the dining
hall door warning that the alignment of Jupiter with Pluto or
some such signifiant event has caused an explosion in the
rodent population.
Of course the Rodent Alert would be utterly unnecessary
were it not for the loss of Tripod, the campus cat, to an
overzealous eighteen-wheeler over the summer. Tripod's
heir apparent, the winner of a round robin of unsanctioned
at skirmishes, is an as yet unappelated calico with stumpy
legs. The raccoons and squirrels are exploiting "Cally's"
relative lack of mobility. Three legs are clearly better than
none.
Next, an organization called the United Funk Organization
has taken over the campus social scene. Around the world
and crush parties have been replaced by seventies
paraphenalia and music we all thought had been regulated to
time capsules and unusable eight-tracks. This is being hailed
as a good thing for Connecticut College.
Then there's the motherofall rumors. IImay not match up
to Life Cereal's Mikey dying from combining pop rocks and
Coke or the recent sighting of Elvis at Paul's Pasta, but The
Rumor is approaching such proportions. Students are lock-
ing their doors, conducting s1eepovers l"emitliScent of el-
ementary school slumber parties and spendiiigllours in the
library looking for any additional clue to h¢lp disprove (or
validate) The Rumor. .....\:>.
And to top it all orr, a few studen!s~ig~led,!i(jangerotis
looking man carrying a sawed-orrshQIgtID!V~lJe others
heard what sounded like guri shotsec~oIri*~fi'i!sS.~a~kness
Green. The gun-toter was identified#s~€6stutnf party
attendee but the bangs have not been¢*p'~\l'Ie~re!;Every-
day happenings,to be sure.,}}",},,) ,., .
Halloween is Thursday night. So be otJ,the lookoiit~ The
strange occurrences may mean nothing, 01" •••• Who knows?
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Senator justifies' distrust
for the Assembly to tackle any of SGA's problems cannot be
the major issues facing the school. blamed on any single person or
A year ago the Assembly was criti- group of people, but the fact re-
cized as ineffective. Yet at least last mains that the problem exists. SGA
years' Executive Board presented should Indy be an arena for debate
an extensive issues initiative of the major ISSueS. I see only three
agenda mapping out how they possibilities for SGNs ineffec-
planned to attack the issues facing tiveness: either the students are fail-
the school. ing the system. the leaders are
Let's face the facts. The majority failing the system or the system is
of this school doesn't have any faith failing us all. I refuse to blame the
in SGA, any interest in what it is studentsatlarge. If the Connecticut
doing, or any desire to become in- College academic community is
volved. This could not have been really going to be the dynamic
more evident than on committee campus that we wish it to be, it must
election night. This should be a have equally dynamic governance.
good opportunity for people to get Don't settle for an imitation. Now
invol ved inways that could poten- is the time to speak up and propose
tially makea difference. Almostno change in the system. The Execu.
one showed up. Two weeks ago tiveBoard has had its chance to set
there were elections for a commit- the agenda.now let's have ours. If
tee to review the 3-2 plan. Four Ms. Leung had stayed formore than
positions were available and only five minutes of our meeting, then
one person showed up. Wouldn't maybe she would have a better
true leadership recruit their own understanding of the senators' and
candidates to run for these posi- class president's concerns and
tions? How many senators ran un- goals. It's time for true leadership.
opposed this year? Is student gov- Sincerely,
emance truly alive and well here at Mall Coen,'92
Connecticut College? House Senator of Windham
Letter to the VDice:
At the first SGA meeting this
semester someone actually pro-
claimed that "student governance
wasali veand well here at Connecti-
cutCollege."Whatasham. Student
government at Connecticut Col-
lege is a mere shadow of what it
could be. For anyone to think oth-
erwisethey are only kidding them·
selves.
Last week, Julie Leung,'93,
wrote a CONNThought piece
("Misplaced distrust in Assembly,"
October 22) showing great concern
for my "distrust" of the SGA Ex-
ecutive Board. Congratulations,
Ms. Leung, you hit the nail right on
the head. Yet my concern has noth-
ing to do with my "trust of the
Executive Board to give informa-
tion about certain issues." It has to
do with the fact that they have not
shown the slightest blt of leader-
ship. There has been and is no sign
of the board making any move to-
wards formulating an agenda -for
SGA to work with this year. Thus
far we have passed nothing of sig-
nificance, and they have no plans
Deans defend handling of crises
Letter to the Yoke:
We would like to point out to the college community that we assess and respond to all situations in which a
student is in crisis or may be a danger to him/herself and/or the community. Because we respect the individual's
right to privacy, we cannot disclose in most, if not all, situations what steps are being taken to address the
circumstances at hand. Since we are not ip a position to share information for reasons of confidentiality, our
actions are nol often visible to the community at large. While we can always use more professional support
people, we are proud of and feel privileged to work with the staff members WhOmake up the safety net which
. is strongly in place at Connecticut College.
Problems reside with Castle Court
lege through SGA. You have to has his way, we will have to ap-
admit, our methods of shutting off prove every new movie through
discussion and intelligent dialogue Castle Court and the SGA vice
have been truly effective in geuing president. How much more just can
our own way on this campus. And SGA get? After all, it seems totally
that thing about going against our fair that every club and organiza-
constitution - masterful! But I've tion has its operations overseen by
learned my lesson now. I now re- SGA and an off-campus corpora-
alize that a movie can't be a classic tion - we wouldn 'I want any free-
until it is at least 35 years old. After doms on this campus, now would
all.aclassic is defined byWebste,' s we? Freedom leads to free thinking,
as "of the highest class; most repre- and God forbid we should have that
sentative of the excellence of its on this campus! By the way, let's
kind." What more proof do I need? get that corrupt Chinese Club di-
I can only excuse myself by saying reeled by Domino's pizza _ after
that the Film Society didn't do suf- all, Domino's is suffering from di-
ficient research into what a classic rect competition when the Chinese
truly consists of. Oh well. Water Club sells its Chinese food in Cro,
under the bridge. Let's smash the Film Society and
But that Jackie (Soteropoulous, the Chinese Club before their lob-
SGA vice president), making us bies get too strong and the totally
"abide by college rules and go innocent corporations of the real
through a constitutional revision world suffer too much. Stop the
process" as Simon said - she foiled oppression! Stop the smoke screen!
our plans! Until then we had SGA Don't be blind to reality, my fellow
in a death grip.Whalwecouldhave Conn students!
done ... but I'm not bitter. I know Thank you, Simon O'Rourke, for
now I was wrong. Iustice was fl· helping me to see the light
nally served when we revised our Sincerely,
coostitution. And now, if Simon Jeff Reynolds, '93
EdiJor'SIlOk:TlwktltrwasrtceivedtMwukprwrloFallB uUc. K': . I .
Wt apologiu for lite tkloy u. lhe puhliealiOll of lhis kUttr. ,. . e negkcud to nul this wi week because iJ had been f1IlSplaced.
Letter to the Yoke:
Oh my gosh. what could I have
been thinking. How could I have
been SO blind to the truth? Inow
realize, thanks to Simon O'Rourke,
how incredibl y wrong and evil I've
been! I only hope that, someday,
God will forgive me and let me
walk the gold streets of Heaven,
and relieve my wallowing in self-
pity' over what I've believed about
the Film Society.
I've been so short-sighted about
the issues Which really exist.
Thanks to Simon, however, my
blinders have been lifted. The
smoke screen really has been pro-
duced by the Film Society. Castle
Court really does have a role in
campus politics, being an off-
campus independent organization.
Now it's time to get equal represen-
tation for Domino's pizza, but
that's another issue to address later.
Film Society really is the strongest
lobby on SGA at the moment,
stronger even than the NRA. Our
lobby committee has worked loog
and hard to subven the entire soci-
etal structure of Connecticut Col-
The College Voice October 29, 1991 Page 2
ICONNTHOUGHT
WAli... WAIT ..NO, NOlA t:'NIFE ..·I. SEe ... A
kN\FE Ai'll> A FOI<K.·.iHE CH\Lj)~EN SI-tALL
PERiSH 1--\0 L(::>\ N 6 A FOR\<'. AN t> E:A-rt N b ...
\I\If-\A'Tl5 11+15? L- 5EE ... A
,j\-\e.PI--\ERl> .• " NO~ SHE::flt+EI<D'S
-PIE I.
Grapnic by Kathy Bwdeue
Did Nostradamus damn us?
"Between two rivers shall he see himself enclosed (the Thames and the Connecticut River or a reference 10 the
ones surrounding the nines in 1991), tuns and casks shall be joined together in order to pass across (Halloween
is the night ghosts and spirits rise from their graves to roam among the living; tuns and casks refer 10 the graves
from which they rise): after eight bridges have been broken up (October is the tenth month according to our
calendar. but octo is the Latin root for eight and months are the bridges which link together a year, therefore at
the end of the October this shall occur: midnight on Halloween) the chief at that moment shall be run through" .(beware, President Gaudiani), and perfect cbildren (an obvious reference to the clean-scrubbed students of old
Conn College) shall have their throats cut with a knife."
from Nostradamus's book, Centuries
with interpretations by Jeffrey Berman,'93
'IOU!;>£ A DIFJ:ERENT
PERSON TJ.t,AJ.J YOV WERE
BEJ:ORE T/./E flEA,RINGS.
you'vE B£fN SENSITIZED
To nlE PLIGUr
01= VICTIMS .
'Iou GoT SCV"\E
SCORES to SeTTLE •
CLAAEN(£ BABY.
Justice. TholY\aS' First Case
_Irs '415"-"'.Qll
~ AGAlNSr I/I~.
A few weeks ago, !he Student
Government Association Assem-
bly voted overwhelmingly in favor
of the proposal to create an off-
campus senator. The reasoning
behind this decision was that stu-
dents living off campus deserve
representation. This is true. After
all, off-campus students do pay the ..
student activities fee, but was this
the best way 10go about it? In my
opinion, it was not. The Assembly
made a hasty decision and did not
Off-campus
representative
slot spurs debate
Pro. . . & ... Con
I am writing 10 encourage the
students of Connecticut College 10
support the off-campus representa-
tive proposal lbal is being brought
to an all-campus referendum this
week.
The central issue is really very
simple; every student pays a $150
student activities fee that is divided
among the SGA sanctioned clubs
and organizations. Off-campus
students pay the same activities fee
as every other student, yetare given
less representation in the budget
approving body on campus - SG A.
Every other student is represented
through their class president and
house senator while off-campus
students are only represented
through their class president. It is a
clear case of taxation without equal
representation and the bottom line
is that the current system is skewed
against the 47 students who chose
to live off-campus. The establish-
ment of an off-campus representa-
tive will repair a glaring flaw in the
budget process.
Allhough the proposed position
docs have minor flaws. including
the election procedure, this is
something which will be ironed out
It is a clear case of
taxation without
equal representation.
in time. Those opposed to the pro-
posal have claimed that it will be
difficult 10 contact the constitu-
- ency. However the details of the
representative's responsibilities
are explicitly laid out in the pro-
posal.
Overall, voting against this pro-
posal will deny off-campus stu-
dents the right 10have a say in how
their student activities dollars are
spent, not to mention overturning a
24-2-1 decision in SGA support-
ing this proposal. It is important
that this lack of representation be
reversed not only for the snidents
who live off -campus today, butalso
for those of you who will move off-
campus in the future.
I ask lbateveryoneconsider what
!he real issue is here and vote for the
off-campus representative pro-
posal.
Teddy Greenspa.
C.... orl99Z
to/u",
Attention readers:
Thank you for the submissions this week. Wewould like to remind you that while The College
Voice reserves the right to print anonymous opinion pieces, all letters and CONNThought
articles must include a name and phone number before they can be considered for publica-
tion. All submissions should submitted to Cro 212 in by 3:00 p.m. the Thursday prior to
publication (on disk please). We thank you for your support.
Any questions, please call Jeff Berman at x4296or x2841.
I
i
I,
The debate and
background on this
issue was incomplete.
consider the issues or options.
Senators are responsible 10 their
constituents. They are also respon-
sible to - as well as overseen by -
their House Council. The off -cam-
pus representative will be respon-
sible to lbeir"constituents" but will
have LWHouse Council to oversee
that their duties are being fulfilled.
The proposal was also incom-
plete in that itprovided for no rules
or procedures for the election of the
off-campus representative. In-
stead, it left this decision up 10 the
PR director. This is not true for any
other position in ihe SGA.
The debate and background on
this issue was also incomplete. Not
once was it brought up that this
position was inexistence until three
years ago when it was removed
from the "C"-Book because of lack
of interest in the position and be-
cause it was difficult 10 fulfill the
representative duties of a senator.
Along wilb the fact that the de-
bate and proposal were seriously
lacking, no other options were coo-
sidered. Each off-campus student
pays $10.00 in dorm dues (as pan of
the student activities fee). The idea
that off-campus students could sign
up with the dorm oflbeirchoice and
attend its activities as well as re-
ceive representation was brought
up but never seriously considered
or debated.
Due 10the history of this position
and !he incomplete nature of the
proposal, this would have been a
perfect issue to be debated and pro-
posed by lbe Ad- Hoc Committee
on Student Governance. When
adding a voting member 10 the al-
ready unwieldy Assembly, the As-
sembly should never act in a hasty
manner as it has done with this
issue. This proposal should be de-
feated in the all campus referendum
and sent back to the Assembly for
further consideration.
John Roesser,"92:
H.... S<tIaIor <# Larnb<e
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College lifestyles
revive nap habits
Sleep is scarce as stress settles in
whenever free time arises during
the day.
Another attempt to compensate
is to sleep late on weekends. Of-
tena student willcomeinattwoor
three in the morning and then
sleep until noon.
According 10 psychologists,
sleeping especially late on some
days only adds to sleeping proh-
lems by disturbing lite patterns
established during the week,
which may expIain why Mondays
are SO difficult.
Scientists generally agree that
adults should have eight hours of
sleep a night. According to
Newsweek, (Dec. 17,1990), only
about ten percentof adults signifi-
cantly require more or less than
eighthours, By this standard mil-
lions of Americans arenot geuing
enough sleep. Researchers agree
that litis lack of sleep is unhealthy.
Evidence shows that sleep depri-
vation has become one of the
most widespread health problems
in the United States.
Dr. Charles
Pollak, head of the
steep-disorder
center at Cornell
University's New
York Hospital said,
"It doesn't make it
difficult to waIk,
see or hear. But
people who don't
get enough sleep
can't think; they
can't make appro-
priate judgements;
they can't maintain long attention
spans."
Some signs of sleep depriva-
tion are requiring an alarm clock
to wake up, falling asleep within
five minutes of lying down, and
being able to nap at will. Each of
these mean that the person is ex-
cessively tired. Dr. William De-
ment of Stanford University's
sleep center declares that most
Americans no longer know what
it feels like to be fullyaIen.
In a sociey where a person can
run out for a hamburger at two
a.m. andreturn to watch acomedy
program until three, and still be
expected to rise for classes or
work, eight hours of sleep would
be a dream come UUe.
and avoided, but into adulthood
many people have been in a coa-
tinual struggle to grasp enough of
the viral resource.
"It seems that I am constantly
searching for exira time to sleep.
Homework always ends up cutting
into the early morning hours; said
Hillary Adams, '95.
Homework seems to be the main
reason students stay up late, but
other reasons do exist.
Living in the dormitories some-
times makes falling asleep verydif·
ficult. As Susan Dutton, '95, de-
scribes, "My roommates and I all
have different sleeping patterns and
with fourofusin one room it is very
difficult at times. Plus, we are liv-
ing on a loud floor."
In an attempt to make up for so
little sleep, people take short naps
Please recycle
The College Voice
'Most Americans no longer
know what it/eels /ike to be
fully alert. '
J
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Anotherquestion is whether the
women were employed to make
the office "culturally diverse." As
the Woodbrooks said, "Diversity
is reduced to skin color." A fmal
theme is the "hidden job descrip-
tion." Once hired, the women
were expected to be on every com-
muree that dealt with African-
American issues, without thought
of promotion.
WoodBrooks offered some
recommendations, including
training the members of the
search committee in cultural di-
versity. Also, sbe believes Afri-
can-American women should be
more actively recruited through
professional networking.
At the discussion after
WoodBrooks' lecture, Grissel
Hodge, director of Unity House,
Slated that minority women feel
underrepresented in the feminist
movement because it is perceived
as a movement "against the white
male." Daphne Williams, associ.
ate dean of student life, offered a
different reason for why more
minority women do not join the
movement. She said it will appear
that they are fighting against men
of their own race, creating an
inner conflict. Therefore, they
concentrate more on combating
racism.
t!
I
,
by Angela Trotb
Associate Features Editor
The pile of homework seems to
have no end, and at every glance of
the clock itis an hour later. Aseyes
begin to droop and the mind starts
to wander, the words on the pages
suddenly become needles poking
into a tired brain. Books become
enemies blocking the way to the
peaceful state of sleep. The
student's mind initiates a battle
with the senses to negotiate what is
more important and sleep often
loses until the early hours of the
morning. When the bead finally
does hit the pillow, it seems only
moments later that a much-hated
alarm clock breaks the precious si·
lence and the first thoughts for
manyare "I need more sleep" and "I
have to find time 10 take a nap
today."
These attitudes are quite distant
from the anti-napping campaigns
of early childhood. Until around
the age twelve, sleep was despised The dual role of minority women
in a post modern feminist society
was the subject of a lecture given on
Tuesday by Catherine Wood-
Brooks, dean of Student Life.
WoodBrooks presented ber dis-
senation which researched 35 Af-
rican-American women who had
applied for administrative positions
in a certain institution of higher
learning.
She focused on these women be-
cause of a number of problems she
perceived. Often the woman is
viewed only as a minority and not as
a feminist. In addition, she was r------------------------,
concerned that the feminist move-
ment was perceived solely as a
"white woman' S movement."
Several themes surfaced from the
research. The first was the conflict
between asserti veness and
agressiveness. "Many women are
in a Catch-22 situation," Wood·
Brooks pointed out. "If they are not
assertive enough, people will walk
over them, but if they are assertive.
they're perceived as a bitch." She
also found that during the women's
interviews, they subdued their
assertiveness, but once they were on
the job, they were able to express
themselves more.
BE THE MASTER OF YOUR
MASTER'S DEGREE
At the Gallatin Division of New York University,
you can create a graduate program tailored to
your individual academic interests.
Gallatin also offers an M.A. degree with a
concentration in Publishing Studies.
Find out about Individualized Study and
Publishing Studies at Gallatin.
The Director of Admissions will be on campus
Thursday, October 31
3:30- 5:00 p.m.
Graduate and Professional School Fair
Crozier-Williams Student Center
------------ -----~-------------- ----------------- ~---------------
I am unable to attend the campus visit. Please send me information
on Gallatin's 0 Individualized Study 0 Publishing Studies.
NAME
SOC. SEC. NO.
TELePHONE G22
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CRAG rallies to
champion rainforests
by Kristen Lennon
The College Voke
Hundreds of acres of tropical
rainforest are being destroyed each
day, displacing people, annihilat-
ing species of plants and animals,
and threatening the ecosystems of
the entire world.
The Connecticut
Rainforest Action Group
is just the organization
to help you become
involved in the solu-
tion. A new addition
to the campus,
CRAG hopes to
get Conn students
involved in the
fight to protect
rainforests, and is
in the process of de-
veloping
fundraising ac- . ~
tivities which ~',.
will provide the
necessary mon-
etary aid.
This week is Rainforest
Awareness Week, and CRAG
is planning several activities
which will raisepublicaware-
ness, and to recruit members.
On Friday night, campus bands
gathered in Windham livingroom
to present the second annual Rock
for the Rainforest Coffeehouse. At
this event, donations were collected
for the purchase and protection of
ten acres of rainforest in Belize.
By raising only $370 this year,
CRAG will be able to provide for
the permanent preservation of the
ten acres in Belize. Last year's con-
cert was sponsored by SAVE and
raised money for the protection of
ten acres of Guatamalan rainforest
for a one year period.
During the past few decades,
Texaco Oil Company has extracted
billions of gallons of oil from
rainforest lands in the Equadorian
Amazon. Throughout this time,
approximately twenty-one million
gallons of oil have been spilled,
Study Abroad in
Stockholm, Sweden
A representative from
The Swedi sh Program
will be on campus to speak with in-
terested students.
Date: Oct. 28
Time: 4:00 p.m.
Place: Administration
Building
For more information. contact Dean
Joan King ex. 2053
Campus entrepreneurs capitalize
on opportunities in student market
by Kendal Culp
The College Voice
Pampering and profiting is the
motto of Conn' s student-run busi-
nesses. While the 'numbers are
few, they are efficiently managed
by an ambitious lot.
Student entrepreneur Bryce
Breen. '92, runs two businesses.
He has been in chargeofConnecti-
cut College Press Distributors
since his sophomore year, and this
year he introduced a campus
movie rental business, which ca-
ters to campus-bound students, or
maybe just lazy students who are
unable to gettoBlockbustertorent
movies regularly.
The newspaper delivery service
consists of Breen and six assis-
tants, who deliver the papers to
students' dorm rooms. The paper
is available to students, staff and
administration at a competitive
rate. According to Breen,approxi-
mately 200 people subscribe to
The New York Times and 100 sub-
scribe to The Boston Globe.
Breen kicked off his movie
rental business with Aspermac
Video of New London. They al-
lowed him to design the program
and has signed up over 20 stu-
dents.
To join, a student pays $10,
which buys a lifetime member-
ship, and one free movie a month.
To rent a movie a call is made to
Aspennac to reserve a movie and
then Breen brings it to Cro to, be
picked up between 6:15 and 6:45
p.m. on Monday through Saturday.
The next day. the movie can be
dropped off in one of thedrop boxes
located in Cro or the Post Office.
Video prices range from three dol-
lars to one dollar, depending on the
classification of the film,
Once set with a newspaper and
videos. munchies come to mind.
Craig Kaplan, '93, proprietor of
Moo Juice. delivers everything
from bottled water to Hostess
goodies. Kaplan runs the business
single handedly, from taking orders
to personally delivering once a
week. He gets all of his goods from
areawholesalers and charges prices
comparable to those at Stop and
Shop. According to Kaplan, 85
students are participating in Moo
Juice this semester, with the largest
order coming in at $115.
Profits this year have decreased
since last year from $4.100 to
$2,400, yet Kaplan blames this on
his own disorganization and the
loss of the former Moo Juice
owner's enthusiasm. Kaplan also
thought he would have a partner
and did not realize how much time
it would take to get things going
without one. Despite these initial
setbacks, he hopes Moo Juice will
regain its popularity with Conn
India bedspreads
India t-shirts
27 West Main Street
Mystic, Connecticut 06355
(203) 536-1943
connoisseurs.
For breakfast in bed, Roger
Crawford, '93, and Derek McNeil,
'94. run a business which offers
juice. donuts. muffms or croissants
delivered to donnilOry room doors
every Monday , Wednesday and
Friday or Tuesdays and Thursdays.
McNeil came up with the idea this
summer and, after recruiting
Crawford, the two mailed out order
forms to about half the campus.
While they only have fifteen cus-
tomers now, Crawford and McNeil
have big plans for expansion next
semester.
Finally, for the VCRs, futons.
and all other gadgets which cannot
possibly be crammed into the fam-
ily station wagon, Chris
Bettencourt, '93, offers an option
for students seeking summer stor-
age. During the last week of school.
Bettencourt brings a trailer to South
Lot, picks up people's belongings.
and takes them to a storehouse in
Waterford. In the fall of the fol-
lowing year, students pick up their
gear in the parking lot, or for an
extra fee. can have it delivered to
their dorm lobby. Rates are
charged per item.
When Bettencourt took over the
business from two seniors last year,
he had many expenses. However,
"The profits I earn now make it
worth my while," said Bettencourt.
For these quick thinkers and oth-
ers, Breen is forming a Business
Club which he hopes will unite
students interested in launching
their own businesses and provide
them with representation and the
opportunity to learn from one an-
other. "I always have new ideas. I
see things in a different light and I
want to meet student demands,"
said Breen.
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endangering the ten percent of the
world's species that inhabit the
area Dave Leavitt, '92, president
of CRAG, believes that consumer
pressure will have aneffect on com-
panies. who are concerned about
their public images,
This Wednesday, October 30,
there will be a CRAG meeting at
8:00 p.m, in Blaustein 201 during
which a letter will be drafted to ~
two other companies: Areo ~
of Los Angeles. and s
Conoeo, a subsidiary ofDu ~
Pont, that also have opera- •.9
tions in rainforest lands. ~
To top off the week. ~
CRAG will show ~
The Mission, a ~
movie addressing :8'
the effects that ....~=.=:;;::::::;:=--;;;::__ -;;--,----,---_-:-;_:-:-----:,--- __ -,---_.;::=====-~=========
missionaries in Craig Kaplan, '93, recentlytookoverMooJuice frommembersof theclass of 1994.
the l600s had on
the cultures
they invaded
and ultimately
destroyed in the
South American
rainforests. The
movie will be shown
at 7:30 p.m , in
Blaustein 210, and
will be followed by
a discussion ses-
sion.
Leavitt urged ev-
eryone to get in-
volved. "The
blame for the loss
of the forests in the tropics is not on
the peoples who have survived in
them for centuries. Rather. it is on
the multinational corporations
whose drilling, mining, and
clearcutting have caused measure-
less damage to the rainforests and
their inhabitants. Ultimately, the
blame falls on ourselves, for we
consume what these companies
supply," he said.
CRAG will have a recruiting
table set up in the lobby of Cro for
the entirety of Rainforest Aware-
ness Week for anyone interested in
joining the group or beeoming in-
volved.
-
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DAVID DUKE?
I WANT NOn/IN6
TO DO W/~ HIM.
HIS ~llT/CS? REPAEHf.NSIBL.E
IS ALL I CAN CALL IT
.,. TO USE T14E RA.C£ ISSUE
THAT WAY
Earn $2000 and
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
Nort~ Amer~ca's # 1 Student Tour Operator
seeking rnotlvated students or organizations
as campus representatives promoting
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona. and Panama Cltvl
Call 1(800) 724-1555~
CONNECTICUT VIEW
United States Senate hears
Higher Education Bill
Connecticut Senator Dodd explains his stance
petitiveness."
Dodd continued by stressing the
importance of a college degree in
the job market, "By 1993, only 25
percent of people with high school
diplomas will have any kind of eco-
nomic opportunity. Less than one
percent of Americans without high
school diplomas or the equivalent
will find jobs that pay more than
minimum wage."
Such statistics demonstrate the
imminent need for increased fed-
eral aid 10 institutions of higher
learning across the country. The
Higher Education Bill will insure
that colleges and universities are
granted monies that, until now,
have been frozen in federal plan-
ning committees.
The bill will also decrease the
student contribution for tuition
COSIS from the current 75 percent 10
50 percent. Dodd expressed the
hope that this decrease would en-
able middle income families to ac-
cess much needed financial aid.
This Higher Education Bill will
simplify the financial need test by
creating a single form for both the
Pell and Stafford loans. "In talking
to students I found that many of
them were confused by the bureau-
cratic nonsense of applying for fi-
nancial aid," Dodd stated.
The bill passes from the Educa-
tion Subcommittee onto the Senate
floor later this month. Pell is de-
fending it, and Dodd is optimistic
that the bill will pass without any
major changes. "I don't foresee
them changing it too much. Per-
haps if we're lucky the Senate will
move to decrease the student con-
tribution even more, " Dodd said. .
If approved in the Senate, the ~
bill will go 10the president's desk'~
to await a sigrutture. Dodd spoke i
positivelyofBush'sreaction to the <3
bill, "After all he is the United ~
States' 'education president,' not
to mention the fact that we're •
coming up on an election year. It ~
would be a bad decision for him ~
not to sign." ~
~U;::.:;;S=.:;;s.;:n ='::;Io=='::;CC:h="Is::Io:==PC:he::,='D:::od=d",-=SU-=P":P=O=rts:=-:t-:-h-=e ;-1e-=g;-:Is~Ia;ti=o=n=. ===========..1
by Elizabeth Miller
Connecticut View Editor
With open hands and an earnest
expression on his face, George
Bush, president of the United
States, spoke of his desire to be the
"education president" in Novem-
ber of 1989. His commitment to
this pledge has seemed noncom-
mittal in practice during the past
few years. In fact, the federal
government's commitment to bet-
tering the American education sys-
tem has, until quite recently, been
virtually non-existent.
On October 24, 1990, a 3,000
page bill was approved in the
Senate's Education Sub-Commit-
tee. This bill, with the impending
signature of our "education" presi-
dent, will have a dramatic effect
upon Connecticut College and
other higher learning institutions.
Initiated by Claiborne Pell,
Democratic senator from Rhode
Island, the Higher Education Bill
intends to increase the pool of fed-
eral financial assistance for college
bound students from the current 12
billion to 17 billion dollars.
Christopher Dodd, democratic
senator from Connecticut, who
backs the Higher Education Bill
along with Pell, said, ina collegiate
pressconference conducted onOc-
tober 24, " ... At long last the
federal government realizes the
need for increased education in or-
der for the United States to enter
into this new age of global com-
Democratic New London Council
candidates stress urban growth
and drug task forces." Jackson feels that, of his
campaign promises, the community youth center is of
utmost importance. "It-would bea place for youngsters
to go after school, it would keep them off the streets
and provide them with good, decent fun," he said.
Jackson urged that Connecticut College students take
an active role in the city's attempts at revitalization.
saying, "Students are one of the city's grcatest assets."
On July 30, attorney Jay Levin said, as quoted by
The Day, that "Tony Basilica is what the city is all
about. Everyone knows they are well represented
under Tony's banner. He tells it like it is and he has a
vision of what New London should be." A lifelong
resident of the city and a graduate of the New London
High School, Basilica is confident that he knows his
native city.
Like Jackson and Saui, Basilica is determined to
work hard for renewed economic opportunity in New
London. "We need 10focus on harborredcvelopment.
New London has a natural deep water harbor and we
need 10make the most of it If enough businesses
continue to expand and new shops come to the
down town area it is conceivable that New London
could become a major shipping port for Southeastern
Connecticut," he said.
The Democratic members of the City Council are a
unified group who are determined to revitalize thecity.
Leo Jackson's advice for student voters is forthright,
"Look, we are here to help you express your concerns
and, hopefully, to make 10make a difference ... It's a
right that's been given to you, and a right that you
should use ... Get involved and make a difference."
by Elizabeth Miller
Connecticut View Editor
"New London is a small city with all the problems of
a big city," Bill Satti stated in a panel sponsored by the
Connecticut College Student Democrats on October
23. Satti is running for City Council person and has his
own plans for the economic revitalization of New
London.
"What New London needs is to maintain and im-
prove-its state-funded programs ... Day care and
education are crutial to the improvement of this city,"
he said. Satti eagerly continued, "Last year, as vice
president of the New London Board of Education, I
met with Claire Gaudiani [president of Connecticut
College] to discuss the 'Task Force into the 20th
Century.' It is a program that would enable students
from New London to attend Connecticut College for
substantially lower amount of money. It is programs
like this that I feel would greatly improve education in
the city ... ," said Satti.
Like Saui, Leo Jackson, former mayor of New
London, wants 10see an economic turnaround for the
city. In 1980, Jackson was the first African-American
man 10 be elected mayor of a city in New England.
"Much has changed since I was mayor. As a commu-
nity we now face many more problems than we did
even ten years ago ... Let's face it, the city needs help."
Jackson's flyer states, "I will continue 10 work
aggressively for: a community youth center, expanded
services for the Senior Citizens' center, increasing the
tax base, encouraging citizen participation in the AIDS
AND 9 OUT OF 10WOUlD 00 ITAGAIN.
In fact, many do. While immersed in different cultures, they're
making an important difference in the lives of so many. They're
people just like you-people who have skills and energies to share.
Perhaps you, too, would enjoy the chance to help people to help
themselves, and at the same time discover new, wonderful things
about yourself.
Peace COIPSis in more countries today than ever before, and
needs people from a wide variety of disciplines-education.
health. the environment, agriculture, community development.
engineering, the sciences, and more. With your degree. or work
experience, Peace Corps may be able to use your skills as no other
job prospect would--putting you to work where it matters, and
giving you new skills that will enhance future career or educational
opportunities. And an experience that will last a lifetime.
And while you may think
volunteering is out of the question, ~30
Peace Corps' financial benefits are.
substantial and far-reaching-they ('[ ~
make volunteering possible now, and I
give you a unique advantage for the I SIlllllHWIfSlXJ8\UU1l MRilM
future. Find out more about today's
Peace Corps.
RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS THIS WEEK
lnfonnation Session and Film Showing
Blaustein Humanities Center - Faculty Lounge
Friday, November I, 1991
4:00 - 6:00 pm
721 Bank Street
New London 443-0021
DIAngelols Meal Deal
-Call in a $20 order, or order seven sandwiches
-Pick up the order in 20-25 minutes
AND ...
-D'Angelo will buy you a meal
- A large drink and a small or medium sandwich
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Susanna Tubert, nationally
known actress, director and recipi-
ent of the 1991 Endowment of the ~
Arts Award, spoke Thursday on ~
the roles Latinos play in the theatre 9
and in the media, especially in ~
terms of past and present attitudes ..
and experiences. 'i
Tubert has worked with the the- ~
atre for most of her professional ~
career and has established herself "Su""..:=nn:::a"T"u='b"'.rhpok.In UnityHouse 00 Thursday. ...• ...
as one of the most talented young ceatage of Latinos hired for com- "I rIDtkeit my business toget
theatre directors of recent years. mercials in 1990 was only 4.56 per. involved with projectsfrornplay-
Growing up in Chile and immi- cent and of all the roles cast for the wrights of different races and .
grating to the United States set the theatre in 1986,90 percent went 10 backgrounds," sh~sai~: ,ii
backdrop for her experiences as a caucasians. TUbertmaintainOOthaiher~iji
Latina actress. . Tubert described the pride she criteria in casting has Jlothingtg/
.. She recalled the-frustration of feltasatatimibeingrecognizedfor do with the coloroftheact!!f:%,·.
auditioning for parts and consis- a directingcwee!$ll3nning on and skin. "I look for~e~ii>~:l/riiI
tently being offered the same ste- . off IlcoodwaYllfuductions. . soul which the pe~i1iJ?~,;
reotypical roles Latino artists were "F tuberl alSll¢~pressed her belief she said. ......;;. ......•...
being offered. "It was either ..•.inthe"tiiiiTI'~aijiY<if.cullures," a. She stressCdthafi)luc~JtiU
~~~~~':~:d~gdeaIers,or/~~~~~~;:6~~:~=~e~0~a~°&c#/~f~t~:
She cited statistics that she said wide vari'etyofactors she has ....grounds .willb~/r?prese~(~d
are reflective of altitudes of soci- workedwil/J.". . X>,,! . . e<juaJ'y in the ithealJeilD<J.:fj'illJ}
gg~~_;ii~
NEWS
by Ilea Lie(
TbeC ...... Va/.,.
Tubert
scales
theatre's
barriers
Assembly confronts overhaul of
SAC Executive Board selection
by L<O 8enII.....
The Coitege Voia
Current SAC procedures which
determine Executive Board selec-
tion through appointments and lim·
its club representation on the coun-
cil was brought up for change in
Assembly this week, in the form of
two amendments to the SAC char-
ter proposCd by Robin Swimmer,
'92, chair of SAC.
The first amendment caUOOfor
big budget clubs 10 have a fully-
participating SAC representative
and would formalize the current
interview and appointment process
for SAC Executive Board posi-
tions.
The amendment, which also
provides two votes to each dorm,
was tablOO29-1-D, after much de-
bate.
Regarding the change in repre-
seritation policy, Swimmer said it
was important for there 10 be as
many voices on SAC as possible.
"It has 10 be all of the clubs or
none of the clubs. I'm not comfon-
able not having any clubs [on
SACl," she said. "If [club mem-
bers] want 10 be in on it and make
the commitment, they can come.
The meetings are open as is. There
are just more hands when it comes
time to vote."
lackie Soteropoulos, '92, vice
president of SGA, was concerned
that clubs received only one vote
and dormitories were allowed two.
Ruangsuwana agreed, saying,
"Oub vores are important because
they enforce diversity."
Other Assembly members
pointed out that SAC coordinalOrs
must run as a team, and two votes
seemed tominimize learn concepts.
Sean Spicer, '93, house senator
of Harkness, argued that dorms de-
serve more votes. uYou wiU get
representation through the dorm.
The clubs are a secondary thing,"
he said.
An amendment to give dorms
one vote failed 13-15-1. A friendly
amendment by Soreropoulos to in-
stitute two club representatives
with vores was accepted.
Last year's heated debare over
selection of SAC Executive Board
members resumOO this weck as
Russ Yankwill, '92, announced his
intention to introduce legislation
next week mandating elections for
the slots.
Yankwiu maintained a regular
election would decrease the ap-
pointment power of the SAC chair.
"I think appointments are danger·
ous. Robin is doing a good job this
year, but we have 10be prepared.
This is not a monopoly," he said.
Soteropoulos originally tried to
table the proposal so that it could be
considered with Yankwiu's next
week. When the rust table motion
failed, Soreropoulos offered a for-
mal amendment to specify the neC<!
for elections.
Swimmer pleaded with the As-
sembly to refrain from passing the
amendment, saying, "You can't do
this."
Matt Coen, '92, senator of
Windham, wanted more informa-
tion on last year's debate and the
opinions of SAC leaders.
"Past SAC chairs are not here,
and Iwould be inrerested in what
they would say, as well as present
SAC members," he said.
A second attempt to table the
motion, amendments and all,
passCd.
This proposal, Yankwill's legis-
lation and another SAC change,
which was withdrawn, will come
before the Assembly again next
Thursday.
College officials ban
harassment suspect
from campus
Administration posts no warnings
Williams' show was for female art-
ists, and stated, "I think she feels
that she was deceived by a male."
Robert Barrows, who is Barrows said his dealings with
naffiliated with Connecticut Col- WCN! DIs were a business game
U 1J ..... lamedlege, hasbeen banned from campus - like chess. Barr?wS exp 3I;n
since September 6 as a result of that he was attemptmg 10convl~ce
harassment complaints filed the 01 to play the tape by playing
against him by female students. psychologi;aI games. . .
Barrows, claiming to be a He S31d, I played my thl~dmind
spokesperson for the band Loki, trick, but! had no Idea how Itwould
appeared at the WCNI office to affect her."
promore the group and allegedly Barrows also claims he had met
made advances 10 a female disc the'other woman, whom he alleg-
jockey. edly harassed in a dormitory, previ-
Rick Wrigley, general manager ously at Rosie's Diner. Accordi~g
of WCNI, said conversations with to Barrows, the student asked him
Barrows caused a female Dl to 10 represent her as an actress.
"feel like her skin was crawling." Barrows said he was upset to
According to Wrigley, a letter learn that the woman was not a
sent 10the station by the producer professional actress, and told her
of Loki, after the band learned of not to misrepresent herself, but did
the incidents at WCNI, said Bar- not intend 10 disturb her when he
rows was "never even once" autho- visited her in lhe dorm.
rized 10speak for the band. Referring 10 his belief that his
Barrows said he came 10the sta- banning from campus reflected a
tion atapproximately 5 a.m. around foregone decision of guilt, Barrows
September 1 and asked S.l. Wil- said, "It's like being tried and found
Iiams, a disc jockey who runs a guilty without any recourse to a
show for women artists, to playa trial."
tape of Loki, without informing her According 10Hampton, student
that the band was an all-male safety is foremost in administrative
group. decisions concerning access and
According to Wrigley, after entry to the campus. "This is not a
playing the tape, Williams asked court of law and the same rules of
Barrows 10 leave. "The Monday evidencedon'tapplyhere,"hesaid.
after SJ. Williams told him 10get In most cases when Campus
the hell out of the station, he went Safety incidents occur involving
into a dormitory and hassled [an- off-campus suspects, the adminis-
other] female student," he said. nation posts security alerts or sends
StewartAngell,direclOrofCarn- voice mail messages to the entire
pus Safety, refused 10 release the community.
narne of the woman allegedly ha- No such warning was distrib-
rassed in a dormilOry. ured,however, in the Barrows' situ-
Wrigley said the last time Bar- ation. The campus has not been
rows came to the station he was met informed of Barrows or his present
by Campus Safety officers and es- status as "persona non grata."
corted out of Cro. HamplOn did not know if all the
Campus Safety forwarded com- complaintants had been notified of
plaints of harassment by Barrows the banning.
to Robert HamplOn, dean of the "Sometimes we may not do as
college. gaud a job a we should in getting
Hampton said a leuer was sent to back to them," he acknowledged.
Barrows declaring him "persona HamplOn also said, "We did not
non grata," which, according 10 feel that any kind of emergency
Hampton, means Barrows is not alert system was necessary in this
welcome at Connecticut College case."
and would be arresred for trespass- Wrigley stated that, in his opin-
ing should he return to the campus. ion, Barrows poses a threat to the
Hampton added that if Barrows college. "[Barrows] is dangerous; I
were to contact a student in any don't know what he might do 10 a
way, "I would consider it a viola- woman on campus," Wrigley said.
tion."· Barrows has been described as
In an interview with The Col/ege slightly under six feet tall, blond,
Voice, Barrows maintained inno· blue-eyOO, and of medium build
cence 10 the complaints levied with short, neatly cut hair. Wrigley
against him and said that his view said Barrows generall y dresses in
of events involving him on campus three-piece suits.
was not lisrened to when he met Angell urged students and col-
with Angell. lege community members to repon
According 10 Barrows, he went sightings of this person 10Campus
to the WCN! studios with only the Safety. "If [Barrows] is caught on
inrention of promoting Loki. campus, he will be arrested," said
Barrows said he had no idea that Angell.
by Rebecca Flynn
AssocIate News Ed~tor
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Strossen
cites
•erosion
of rights
Continued from p. 1
extended to 'the Bible made me do
it'"
our consciences, virtually every supporter of ACUJ-endorsed prin-
person would like to make just one ciples and legislation.
exception to free speech. Every- Strossen admitted that some ex-
bodyhasoneideaoronemessageor pression of ideas may transcend
one subject that they think is speech issues and become prob-
uniquely offensive and does de- lcms of conduct In situations of
serve to be censored." proven harassment, Strossen said
Banning freeexpression in offen- the ACLU would support the
sive situations, said Strossen, does regulation of offensive behavior.
not address the greater issues.'The During the question period,
approach is like using a band-aid Strossen distinguished between
when major surgery is needed. In- defending a person's right to
stead Of dealing with the underl ying speech and upholding the person's
causes of some of these sociai . beliefs. A person's righllto wave a
problems, one is simply trying to Confederate flag should be de-
suppress the most blatant expres- fended, but those who are offended
sion of these problems. You don't also have the right to protest and
like racism, stop people from using burn the flag, she said.
racial epithets." Strossen advocated pro-active
Under Strossen, the ACLU has measures to lessen ideological
co-sponsored the Collegiate stresses, particularly racial tensions
Speech Protection Act with con- on campuses. Orientation sessions,
servative Congressman Henry condemnation, butnotpunishment,
Hyde of Illinois to prohibit broad from university officials of racist
hate speech codes and protect stu- language and increased awareness
dents' rights to free speech on pub- were some suggested methods.
lie and private college campuses. "We have to use free speech and
"[Our position] leads to some education about free speech in or-
very odd alliances for us," she 30- dertoproteetitandprotectallofour
knowledged. Hyde has not been a rights," Strossen concluded.
SAC readies plan
to protest budget
by Jon Flnn.lmore
News Editor
Disappointed with its budget al-
location. SAC is attempting to
sway students to vote against the
budget in the dormitory votes.
Tuesday. October 27.
A letter drafted by Tracy
Cashman, '92, fund-raising chair of
SAC. is going to be read at each
dorm meeting the night of the vote.
Although SAC coordinators have
the option not to read the letter,
Cashman said most dorms have
agreed to participate,
The letter states that
SAC's working budget of
$56,988.11, down from
last year's $69,485.23. is
insufficient. and "makes
it impossible to do the
things that SAC would
like 10 do for this cam-
pus."
The largest area of con-
cern for SAC was the teduction in
the money allocated for cultural
events. After being allocated
$11,500 for cullural events last
year, SAC requested $16,000 this
year. In this year'sbudget, $10.000
is designated for cultural events.
Jackie Soteropoulos, '92, vice
president of SGA and chair of the·
Finance Committee. noted lila! a
variety of clubs bring speakers to
campus, and said. "We feel SAC
should definitely do cultural pro-
gramming ... but $10.000 is
enough for two major speakers."
Colleen O'Hagan. '94, cultural
events chair of SAC. said she had
plans to bring numerous speakers 10
campus on a variety of topics, but
now "I feellikeI can only bring two
of the better quality to campus."
"There are so many issues Icould
bring people here on. and now I
have to narrow it down 10 two that
people would be really interested
in," she continued .
Cashman spoke about SAC's
pledge this year to increase diver-
sity and awareness of cultural is-
sues. Because of this, she said. "In
order 10 keep our commitment,
we're going to have to cut from
other areas."
The lelter staleS that SAC does
not wish to cut from the traditional
The dormitory vote for the
student activities budget will
take place Tuesday ,October
29. Contact your house
seriatoiformore info about
.the proposed budget.
events, such as Ploralia.thc Winter
Formal, and study breaks. "but this
is exactly what the proposed budget
may force us 10 do."
It continues, "Instead. we need
the budget 10 be reconsidered so
that we will have the funds 10 both
keep events like Floralia enjoyable,
and 10 keep sponsoring cultural
events that open the eyes and the
minds of people on this campus."
Soteropoulos stressed that the
$1,500 decrease for cultural events
is a reflection of the Finance
Committee's decision not 10 fi-
nance "co-sponsorships,' a change
from last year. This $10,000, she
said, is ample for SAC to do their
own programming
She said SAC may still co-spon-
sorevems but this is not the intent of
the allocation ..
Cashman expressed disappoint-
ment in not being allocated funds
for this purpose, because "co-spon-
sorships are good because thcy help
clubs work together to achieve a
common goal."
The budget needs to pass by a
simple majority, and if failed will
berelumedto theFinanccCommit-
tee for reconsideration.
In the event of a failure,
Soteropoulos said the Finance
Committee would reassess the en-
tire budget, taking into account stu-
dent opinion on the budget, and
"auemptlO address those problems
within our own standards."
She said that most clubs are satis-
fied with their allocation, and there-
fore she doubts the budget will fail.
"I'm not saying it will be an unani-
mous vote, but enough clubs are
happy," she said.
Stressing that the budget works
as a package, Soteropoulos said
that if the budget does fail, she
hopes students and clubs make spe-
cific recommendations on which
money can be re-distributed.
Rumor piques campus interest
COnJinJadfromp. J
campuses: BoslOn College, Holy
Cross. or here," said Jeremy Bash,
editor in chief of the Georgetown
University f1oya. The Noya ran a
front page article on the D.C. ver-
sion of The Rumor on October 8.
That articl .. included a quotation
from Nostradamus .
The widc-spreading of The Ru-
mor, its specificity, and the varia-
tions hetween schools have given
rise to a second rumor that The
Rumor was devised as pan of a
psychology or sociology experi-
ment
Books on Nostradamus and re-
cent issues of USA Today, one of the
publications alleged to have re-
ported The Rumor. either are
checked out or missing from Shain
Library.
Dot Meyer. '94, is one person
whose only real worry is that The
Rumor will become a self-fulfilling
prophesy. "I think that's dcfinitely
much more likcly," she said.
While the administration has is-
sued no fonnal statemem, Mark
Hoffman, coordinator of student
activitiesand administrator on call.
said he worked this week 10 dcter-
minc content and magnitude of the
rumor.
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During the Gulf War, the execu-
tive branch restricted freedom of ~
the press, but also the speech rights ~
of American troops. said Strossen, ~
"The Pentagon said thcy were <::
concerned about the sensiti vities of l
the Saudi hosts, although the Saudi '§
hosts had not imposed any of these ~
limitations." i:iS
Strossen challenged the need for ~===::======.:;=:::.C'=-=;c;;-
an Executive Department of Justice
unit on obscenity. "It raises a
question about how many law en-
forcement resources should go into
trying to eradicate even constitu-
tionally protected material that has
anything to do with sex," she said.
Local and state government
projects to wage "a war on speech"
in 1990, according to Strossen, in-
cluded the first criminal prosecu-
tion of an an museum director and
the much-publicized lawsuits
against the music group 2 Live
Crew.
Public interest and private sector
organizations have also stymied
free expression. in campaigns to
prevent hate speech, assert tradi-
tional values and lahel sexually-
explicit records.
The American public believes in
the abstract notion of free speech,
but seems Icss supportive in spe-
cific situations, Strossen said. Ex-
plaining the outcry over the
ACLU's defense of a 1970s neo-
Nazi demonstration in Skokie, illi-
nois. she said, "Everybody has his
or her Skokie. That is, if we search
.: }:>{/\ :::::r::~:..-: ":>,:;:-:
••·.r~!iRohKBa"Nlli!y::92:iiJ;i~k~i~~~f.~Afuf.9hi,presented lpiOposal, which paSkd 29:.0-1,
'L...•••.· ;••.•...i>_~_.~.'...••.••.•.•..•(t~ delete the dutyofiheprti$l~etitiai~~I~ie~ freshman cIass representativeunlil elections;.;~:u~~~,~:i~r~~f~J~t~b~fi~~'~1~4t~/:~~~\\~:~~:=~:~~~n : :
..;l.••••.•·.•.·.~··~...·.·....sACi:lialt;thefc:iilrierSASfli'!#(an~ihe(::oordinlllOr of Student Life to gain one of eleven-... '-ExeCuUVlfBiiatd 'Positions'--:""> :(.;::.);)\~:~:(>::-:;,::::::,:: . :,:
Up·l} ..•.' 'Riissyifuk;Jtil,/92, irifdhii.wili¢/A~iri~lYo( his plans to inli'oducc a propo~ next week
'.whichW~tMdill(orele<:tioi1St5SACj;xi:c@ye Board slots. After heavy debate, the proposal
was tilbled29il'::{). This PrOPoSlu. anoihetwilJ1draWn SAC bill, and Yankwiu' s legislation will
··be·disc~~. ~e*tweek.·.·.....;iiLri}Ur·i
ComiilitteCeieetions were heId.ThelY",ere no interested studenlS for the Library and
B60kshoPc:oniiUittee:AdaIjibr&lin~j(¥eganHiJghes. '94, house senator of Marshall, arid
crohn R6esser;'92. house senator o(Laif.iiX:e,were elected to the Campus Grounds Committee.
CristoGaJ-2i1.;92, house sehalOrofJ.A ..and,Philae Knight, '94. are the two members of the Big
Band cd;;;:;;itt#.y··>}>.Y;;;iY··· . .
The AssembIYapproved the f(lnstituiion of the Chess Club, 28-2-D.
'...' ... SWimI)leiannounced thatthec(jllege CenLCrwill be renovated in two separate stages with the
'f"st staiiingin January. Phase one eolisists of the entire Sykes wing, which includes the SGA
office,dancedepartrnent offices; student life; and the Coffee Ground Cafe. The remainder ofCro
will begirconstruclion in J~e;gla~S to mqve affecled offices will be developed within the next
three >yeeks(she said,,':;>. . ....
. Seari SpiCei;;93,housesenlilOrofHa!:~~,said the Alcohol Policy committee examined the
SophomoreFonn3I anddisCov~Somepr()blems to be corrected in future off-campus parties.
.'.r}j( JeftreY;~eilriiili;'93, piJbIisl1erofThe College Voice Publishing Group, asked Jackie
.... Soterop()~lils;'92;viCe presiden!ofSOA,1O explain her rationale for disputing a Publications.. ;;.=:: Board de-CisiOii.1Oallow the staff to bring lh<; repossessed computer into its officeon weekends.L...... when noOthe.' publieations ar"ir prO<lueuon.Sot.eropoulos said she was concernCd about wear
~ ....•...•.andtear(\lndsiorage changesmuslllt;apPfo"ed by the Finance Committee'and the Assembly.
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STONELEDCE
FARiVrS
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Lessons and Winter Boarding Now Available
Our clean, modem barn is ready to safely
accommodate your horse. We feature:
• 21 spacious box stalls
• Safe, clean, indoor arena
• Friendly, experienced, on-site staff
Stoneledge Farms ' Joanne Colson
91 Wlntechog Hill Road Owner/Manager
N. Stonington, cT06359 (2031535-0585
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College undergoes academic restructuring
Latin honors go under the scope
by Austin Jenkins
The College Voice
The Academic Advisory Policy
CommitteefonnaUyrecommended
that eligibility for Latin Honors
should lake into account freshman
year grades.
This decision OllIS counter to a
student government vote last year
not to include the grades of first
semester freshman year when tabu-
lating Latin Honors.
The AAPC's recommendation
was made subsequent to a request
by the Faculty Steering and Confer-
ence Committee to review the ef-
fect of including both semesters on
the number of students who gradu-
ate with honors.
The AAPC used statistics com-
piled from the graduating class of
1991 to assess the change. Before
The
Sp··ot........ :.:'" .
11 Buddington Road
Groton, CT06340
448-6276
Take out Available
LUNCH
(Mon.-Sat. 11:30 - Midnight)
(Sunday noon till Midnight)
Buffalo Wings 5.95
Nachos Grande 5.95
Fried Calamari 5.95
Shrimp Cocktail 5.95
Fried veggtes 4.95
French Onion Soup 2.95
Caesar Salad 4.95
Antipasto Salad 5.95
Club Sandwich 4.95
Steak Sandwich 5.95
Tuna Melt 4.95
Cheddar Burger 4.95
Reuben 4.95
BLT 3.95
Chili Burrito 4.95
Steak Burrito 5.95
Taco Salad 4.95
DINNER
(5:00 p.m, till Midnight)
Pasta Primavera 7.95
Ltngulni/Clam Sauce 7.95
Seafood Fra Diablo 9.95
Shrimp Scampi 9.95
Chicken Parmesan
Chicken Coq au Vin
Tertyaki Chicken
NY Strip Steak
Steak au Polvre
Veal Marsala
Veal Florentine
8.95
9.95
8.95
9.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
grades for the whole [freshman]
year to strengthen the perception of
the college from the outside ... to
make Connecticut College more
academically strong."
Arguments against the recom-
mendation center around the issue
of freshman year being a time of
transition, when grades do not re-
flect a person's abilities.
lntncr claimed that "The statis-
tics made it apparent that this ar-
Faculty accepts
new standards
for Dean's List
and hit a slump later in their college
career. By including the entire four
years, Loomis said, "Tbuse types of
problems get averaged out."
In addition to considering the sta-
tistics from the graduating class,
AAPC also examined how the
change in policy would affect mi-
nority students.
Again, Inmcr and Loomis said
the statistics did not show a dra-
matic difference in the number of
minority students who would have
graduated with Latin honors.
Ratiya Ruangsuwana, '93, chair
of academic affairs, disagreed with
the conclusions of the AAPC, and
said that the SGA has not changed
its sentiment over this issue since
last year.
"I think the opinion has not
changed overwhelmingly; the
same factors that made SGA decide
what SGA decided haven't
changed," she said.
Ruangsuwana also said that
freshman year is a time to try out
new courses and experiment with
different subjects. She claims that
freshmen should not have to worry
dent, concurred, saying, "I think
people will most likely not support
including freshman year for Latin
honors."
He said the issue was discussed
last year in response to the concern
that freshman year was not consid-
ered i!!'portant academically.
In addition, Edmonds said that if
freshman year is included in con-
sideration for Latin honors, then he
is confident that the faculty will
demand that interdepartmental
honors also consider freshman
year. Nevertheless, he does not
think "there is a unified facuIty
move to include all four years."
BAC will present its opinion on
the issue at the next Assembly
meeting. SGA will then get an op-
portunity to present its opinion to
the faculty, who have the final vote
in the matter.
by Austin Jenkins
TIle College Vollee
Officials and committee
review alcohol policies
/1~UL~223~u!;~.~OTON
PASTA
'JHO[/'
COtitullad from p. 1
changing attitude about drinking,"
he said.
It is important for students to
have the freedom to choose
whether or not to drink, according
to Hampton, but he warned,
"Sometimes we take that freedom
to an extreme.'
He said that there arc limits to the
amount of freedom that can be al-
lowed. Hampton believes that
when students start to flaunt their
freedom, there is a problem.
"We shouldn't infringe on the
rights of students who don't drink,"
he said.
Mass described the alcohol
policy and recommendations com-
mittee as a group of students, fac-
ulty, and administrators that sets
the alcohol policy, follows its evo-
lution, and keeps it updated.
She said that the alcohol policy is
changed in small ways every year.
"The overall policy seems to be
working," Mass said. "At this point
we haven't talked about any spe-
cific changes. I don't foresee spe-
cific changes."
"I don't think we need a major
overhaul," agreed Hampton.
But, Mass added, "We need to be
open to change."
"In the coming two weeks I will
meet with the alcohol policy com-
mittee and with the dean," she said.
including the whole freshman year
there were a IOta1 of 109 students
graduating with Latin honors; 59
graduating cum laude, 29 magna
cum laude, and 21 summa cum
laude. After including freshman
year grades the total was 94; 59 cum
laude, 20magna cum laude, and 15 The grade point average required
summa cum laude. to make dean's honors and dean's
The reason cited for including high honors this semester stands at
grades from the whole year was to 3.3 and 3.7, respectively, for all
give the college "a more rigoroUS] students.
appearance in terms of increasing e, This is the first time, according to
the reputation of the school." said .~ Reg Edmonds, '92, president of
Scott Intner, '93, student member ~ SGA, that this has been publicly
of AAPC. 11 armounced to the students.
Intner also said that this change ~ The facuIty implemented the
would bring the college into line'" change at the end of last year by,.,
with the Phi Beta Kappa society ~~~~:;,.;:..-,~~~~~~~~-;~~~ ~-, amending a proposal approved by
which counts all four years. The Board or Academk Chairs met Sunday night. students, administration, and fac-
Steve Loomis, associate dean of gument did not hold water." about their first year grades count- ulty alike,
faculty, agreed with Intner, saying, Loomis noted that many students ing towards honors eligibility, The change to a higher caliber.
"I think it is important to include do very well during freshman year Reg Edmonds, '92, SGA presi- two-tiered system was believed by
Edmonds to contain a grandfather
clause. as with other academic
changes, affecting only the incom-
ing freshman class and the other
classes to follow.
Edmonds pointed out that imple-
menting this change without in-
forming the students defeated the
purpose of raising the academic
standards for students.
Steve Loomis, associate dean of
faculty. was not available to com-
ment on the issue.
According 10 Edmonds, SGA
will recommend 10 the faculty thaI
the implementation for this sernes-
. ter be cancelled and resumed next
semester when the whole student
body is aware of the change.
Before the policy was changed, a
3.0 grade point average for a se-
mesterwas the minimum necessary
standard to qualify for the list,
BUDWEISER
THE KING OF BEERS
Know when to say when
TRI-COUNTY
DISTRIBUTORS
MARKETING
---.----
1lIUOFI.IlI'Iar c. .........
".1'JIIU18oU'.
..... C. 0I'f 0UJl DIlCI(
c.rAD ... AUl.O'
oc.- I'ASTA. 0I'fE M 0UJl
0ItW MflICII:lI
.
111:.I:.III:li 11mq
WITH A MAJOR FlllAllIClAl SERVICES
CORPORATlOIll
STUDENT MARKETING MANAGER
OUlgolng, sales oriented s1udenl needed
lor matkellngfpromolion position.
Responsible lor hltlng, coordinaling and
managing calJlllus oJganlzallon.
Opporlunlty 10work as Promotions
Represenlaliv8. Excellent pay. Flexible
hours. All work on campus. Musl be on
campus and available lor leveralschool
days aach month.
AMEIDCAN PASSAGE MEDIA CDRPOAAnON
FINANCIAl SERVICES MARI[ETlNIi
215 We-tHarrlil.
s.. ttll, .AIB11i-41OJ
For more inlormation, call Mr. Diers today:
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music covered a broad range of
genres: from opera to symphony,
from chamber music to concertos,
all of which he raised to a new level
of development and perfection. He
was particularly progressive in his
approach to opera. John Anthony,
assistant professorofmusic, stated,
"Mozart's ability to develop
characters through the music in his
operas went far beyond what any
composer had done before. He
integrated the music and action so
that the operas became more
unified and dramatically
effective:'
Mozart also developed the piano
concerto which he had first
sampled in England from the
music of composer Johan
Sebastian Bach's youngest
son. Mozart died in 1791,
leaving the Requiem Mass,
which he viewed as his
own, unfinished.
In celebration of the life
and works of Mozart, the
Music Department has a
variety of activites planned.
On Friday, November I, the
Minnesota Opera Company will
present a fully staged version of
The Magic Flute. On Saturday,
November 19, the renowned
Malcolm Bilson will perform and
lecture on "Mozart and the
Fortepiano."
In addition to the number of
outside performers, the Music
Department has called upon the
special skills and talents of
Connecticut College faculty and
students. Wednesday, November
6, there will be a "Mostly Mozart"
informal student recital. The
following Saturday, November 9,
there will be a performance of
Mozart's Mass in C Minor and
Requiem, featuring the Connecticut
College Chamber Choir and
Sinfonia. Tworecitals by faculty
will follow: onMonday, November
11, Anthony will present "Organ
Music in the Time of Mozart," and
on Wednesday, November 13,
there will be a faculty chamber
recital. On Sunday, November 17,
students from the Department of
Music will present "Scenes from
Mozart Operas."
There will also be a variety of
lectures and presentations
concerning
ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
The Flying Karamazov Brothers are famous for their juggling skills.
Mozart Festival celebrates
legacy of composer's genius
by Melissa McAllister
The College Voice
Of the many cultural activities on
the Connecticut College campus,
the most exciting development is
the upcoming Mozart Festival.
1991 marks the 200th anniversary
of the death of this outstanding
musical genius.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was
born in 1756 in Salzburg, Austria.
By the age of six he had already
composed a number of musical
compositions, and had toured
Europe to perform them. With no
permanent form of employment
and no employer to satisfy, Mozart
was free to explore a variety of
different musical styles, and his
Juggling and joking with the
Flying Karamazov Brothers
by Hillary Adams
The College Voice
On November 2 at the Garde
Arts Center, the Flying Karamazov
Brothers will be performing a
"Theatre of the Air." The group is
known internationally for their
combination of theatre, music,
electronics, improvisational
comedy, and most importantly,
juggling.
The Flying Karamazov.Brothers
performance, the Karamazov
Brothers' amazing juggling skills
remain the center of their
entertaining show. The troupe asks
the audience to bring items - any
item - for them to juggle, which in
the past have ranged from pizzas to
'a pig's stomach ftIled with lime
jello! The troupe asks only that
each item is "heavier than one
ounce and lighter thana bread box."
Their "champ," Ivan Karamazov,
gets three chances to juggle
whatever im-
possible items the
audience might
bring for ten
counts. If Ivan is
successful, the
troupe gets a
standing ovation;
if he fails, he gets
a pie in the face.
The Flying
Karamazov Bro-
thers have been
together for
eighteen years and have performed
at international fcsti vals around the
world from Broadway to Hong
Kong. Everywhere, critics sing
their praises. The troupe won an
OBIE award for their adaption of
Dumas' Les Trois Musketeers
dubbed "The Three Moscowteers."
They co-starred in the movie The
Jewel of the Nile as a band of sufi
warriors. In addition, they have
also appeared on many television
'The Flying Karamazov Brothers
... share with Sophocles and
Shakespeare the distinction of
not being named Karamazov, and
not being brothers.'
- Brendon Gill,
The New Yorker
(Timothy Furst, Paul David Magid,
Howard Jay Patterson, and Sam
Williams) is a group that will
always be young at heart. Patterson,
for instance, still "looks forward
eagerly to growing up sometime"
although he is now just over thirt,y.
Just the right sort of attitude for an
improvisational group to draw
from.
Although improvisation and
humor arc an integral part of their
7
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shows such as the BBC and The
T'oday show, and had their own
PBS special, "The Flying
Karamazov Brothers: Stars of New
Vaudeville ." ·which received an
Emmyaward.
In a recent article in The New
Yorker, Brendon Gill wrote of the
troupe, "What can one say? There
is 'Oedipus at Colonus' and King
Lear, and then there is the mighty
oeuvre of The Flying Karamazov
Brothers, who share with
Sophocles and Shakespeare the
distinction of not being named
Karamazov, and not being
brothers."
The Flying Karamazov Brothers
promise a great sbow, and a great
way to unwind from the stresses of
the week. Have a wonderful time
watching a group of hilariously
funny people. Tickets can be
purchased by calling the Garde's
Box Office at (203) 444-7373.
Student discounts are offered.
437-3880
MONDAY:
Monday Nite Football
and drink specials!
TUESDAY:
Reggae Night with
Cool Runnings.
WEDNESDAY:
Nu-Wave Nite with
WCNI DJ Kathy A
THURSDAY: Special
HALLOWEEN BASH
featuring Blue Oyster
Cult.
the
life of Mozart and his music. For a
brochure and tickets to any of the
many events, contact the Palmer
Auditorium Box Office at 439-
ARTS.
Whether you are looking for an
educational experience or a nice
way to spend the evening or
afternoon, the Mozart Festival
commemorating the bicentennial
anniversary of this great
composer's death offers an
unusual, diverse range of activities
from a variety of sources.
~G'O{;-~
h~~:P~\
::1, ll,(
'~~ Tune Up
~ Your Taste
cI?'im~~Lm~. m.Buds
& CATERING SERVICES
4 Pearl St .• Mystic, CT ~355 • 203-536-1244
300 Captain's Walk. New London, CT 06320 • 203-444-0504
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Correction:
The Women's Volleyball Team beat Clark University. (The College Voice, "Volleyball
falls to Clark. 3-1," October 22.1991)
Young strives for
national crew success
by Jonathan zan'
Acting Associate Sports Editor
A possible future doctor is not
necessarily the occupation that one
would consider when thinkingof an
Olympic hopeful in crew, but that is
what Tim Young, '92, wishes to be.
Now, however, Young is
concentrating his energies on
becoming the best rower in the
nation.
"If you can't be the best at
something, then you should find
something you can do best," Young
said. ''Rowing gave me the chance
to be the best. I'm not the best yet,
but I'm improving very quickly."
In high school, Young played
basketball and competed in track.
Though he was a very good ball
player and he broke school records
in the discus, shot put and hurdles,
he knew that he would never do
better than Division III on the
college level. When he came to
Connecticut College, though, he
began to row. He made the varsity
team, rowing heavyweight fours,
and helped his boat to a silvermeda1
at the Dad Vale race. The following
year, in the same event, Young
captured the gold. He knew that he
had found the sport at which he was
a natural; all he needed was
practice.
In his junior year, Young
discovered that he could compete
with best in the nation. At a
national test. which was
comprised of a 6,000 meter erg test
and a six minute bench pull test. he
finished in the top 25. This top 25
group was comprised of members
of the present world team, which
are the top rowers in the nation.
Since then, his accomplishments
have only improved. During last
summer, Young competed at the
U.S. Olympic Festival in Los
Angeles where he captured the
silver in the men's heavyweight
quad and the bronze in the men's
heavyweight eights. He finished
fifth at the elite national
championships in the quads and
sixth in the doubles. Over the
summer, Young beat many of the
nation Is best.
"It was really exciting to beat
them," Young said.
Young now faces a tough
decision - whether to go for the
1992Olympics in Barcelona. "I'm
definitely going for the World
Team in '93, but '92 is a tough
call," he said.
The rowers that Young would
compete against for the
opportunity to make the Olympics
are out of college and training
constantly without the worry of
work or school. All they know is
rowing. Young does not have that
luxury. He is a full time college
student who is very active in life. He
does not have the opportunity to
train 40 hours per week and race,
which he considers necessary in
order -to compete at this high level.
He came to college for an education
before anything else. Young does
not know if he wants to place sports
ahead of academics .
"It's very important for me to
graduate in four years," he said.
"You go to school for four years
and then you move on."
Also, he greatly enjoys rowing
with the Connecticut crew. He does
not know ifwants to give up his last
year of rowing eligibility nor the
opportunity to graduate with his
class in the spring.
Whether or not he decides to try
for the '92 Olympics, Young is still
making his mark nationally. This
season, be bas won the Head of
Textiles and the Head of the
Connecticut in the singles division.
More importantly, he finished
seventh in the elite race at the Head
of Schuylkill..
"This was the first time this fall
that I raced against national
competition," he said. "I beat a
number of members of the world
team."
"Physically I'm there [ready],
technically I'm close. I have to
totally concentrate on rowing."
We invite all Seniors
to get to know our people
and career opportunities.
Investment Banking Reception
Wednesday, October 30, 1991
at 6:00 p.m.
Great Hall
Graduate Club
155 Elm Street, New Haven
Salomon Brothers
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injuries this year, which has many
members of the backfield playing
new positions. The backs have not
started the group of players for any
one game; this lack of consistency
has hurt Connecticut's ability to
score at times this year. The loss of
co-captain John Fahey, '92, with a
season-ending knee injury that
occurred during the alumni game,
has been a critical factor, as well.
However, the impressive
performance against a much bigger
and more experienced University
ofHartford squad bodes well for the
future.
This Wednesday, on Knowlton
Green, the rughy team plays
Wesleyan at home in the last home
game of the fall season. This is one
of the most traditional rivalries in
all of New England rugby and it
should be enjoyable to watch for all
who attend. Connecticut has a score
to settle after losing a tough game
last spring. On Saturday, the
Camels will hope 10 end the season
on a positive note and New England
Division III championship bid
when they travel to Western New
England College.
SPORTS
Slater Anderson, '92, and Ian McLaughlin, '95, fight for ball.
From the Intramural Department:
1M Football and Soccer
leagues move into playoffs
With only a week remaining in
the Flag Football and Six-A-Side
Soccer regular seasons, recent
games were intense as teams
jockeyed for playoff positions.
In Rag Football results, Team
Yank (5-0) clinched the Bredeson
Division with a 21-7 victory over
Off (2-3). League-leading QB
Man Shea, '93, threw 3 TD passes
(one each to Kris Stefani, '93, Fran
Higgins, '93, and JoePicbeue, '92)
to give him 12 on the season.
Stefani also made his mark
defensively for Team Yank with 5
sacks as did Russ "Eye Of The
Tiger" Yankwitl, '92.
In other games, the MOOIIdogs
ran their record to 3-1 with a
hardfought victory over X-Clan
(2-3) 28-21. Coley Cassidy, '92,
excelled on offense for the
Moondogs with 2 TD's which
gives him seven for the year, tops in
the league. QB Eric Hamden, '92,
added a TD toss for the winners
while George Newcomb, '92, and
Pat Sartor, '93, added scores on the
ground. Junior Kareem Lawreoce
notched 2 scores for the X -Clan,
Elvis Grbac (2-2) kept their
playoff hopes alive with a 14-7
victory over Chad Marlow's, '94,
weU-dressed Sting (2-3) squad.
QB Eli Yim, '92, connecled with
Len VanDykum, '94, for the
decisive score in the contest.
Smiling Assassins (4-1) humbled
Legion Of Doom (2--3) 21-0 and
moved up the Bredeson Division
Standings. QB Dobby Gibson, '93,
tossed for a TD and Rob
Stephenson, '93, threw another
pair of scores for the winning
Assassins. Commissioner Marc
Freiberger, '92, led the Legion's
defense with a pair of sacks.
The Bredeson Division games
are complete: Team Yank (5-0) has
clinched 1st place, Smiling
Assassins (4-1) 2nd place, 4-
Horsemen (4-1) 3rd place, and
Soul Train (3-2) 4th place.
With a few important games
remaining in the Tolliver Division,
David (4-0-1) has a lock on 1st
place, EM Airplanes (4-0-1) 2nd
place, and Moondogs (3-1), and
Elvis Grbac (2-2), or X-Clan (2-3)
will end up in either 3rd or 4th
place.
There were also some important
Six-A-Side Soccer games this
week. Parker Brothers (1-1-2) tied
Legion Of Doom (3-1-1) I-I in a
battle of Filo Division rivals.
League scoring leader Garth Ross,
'93, tallied foe Parker Brothers on
an assist from EdFreiberg, '92, and
Dan Callahan, '92, got the
equalizer for the Legion. Two goals
each from Jacque Touzet, '93, and
Pete Francis, '93, gave the Vole
Patrol (4-0) a 6-1 victory over
Physical Plant (2--2).
In other games, Moondeboots
(4-1) outlasted Afterthought (1-3)
7-3 behind two goals and two
assists from Jay Schinderman, '93.
Eric Hamden, '92, netted 2 for the .
winners while Carson Smith, '93,
scored a big goal as Afterthought
was mounting a late game
comeback. For the Afterthought,
Ben Tuck, '95, Mike Marchand,
'93, and Bill Robinson, '95, aU
scored goals.
Finally, Low Lifes (5-0) secured
the Filo Division title with a 3-0
win over Moscow Express(I-3-I).
Cy Fulp, '95, was the big gun forthe
Low Lifes with two goals while
Pete Carroll, '95, notched the
game's only other score.
The Filo Division playoff picture
looks like this: Low Lifes (5-0) are
1st, MoondeBoots (4-1) 2nd,
Legion Of Doom (3-1-1) 3rd, and
either Parker Brothers (1-1-2) or
Afterthought (1-3) 4th.
In theJim Shields Division: Vole
Patrol (4-0) is Ist, Le Victoire (4-
I) 2nd, and either Runnin' Rastas
(3-1), Physical Plant (2-2),
Alternative Car Park (I-I-I), or
The Melee (1-3) in 3rd or 4th.
Delivery in
15·20 minutes
443-1933
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Rugby needs two
wins to secure
tourney entry
~lt l~i~,,6 "'l::~o Palace Q
AND MUCH MOREl
@
CHARLES E. OVER, JR .• REGISTERED PHARMACIST
TOP QUALITY PRESCRIPl'ION SERVICE· SURGI-
CAL SUPPLIES· GENERIC LINE • COMPUTERIZED
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE· FREE DAILY DELIVERY
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:00· 7:00
ANDSAroRDAY 9:00 - 3:00
237 JEFFERSON AVENUE .
by Josh Levine
The College Voice
At the halfway point of the
men's 1991 fall rugby season, the
learn has a great deal to look
forward to. Although they are
posting a disappointing 0-3
record, the team is coming off
their most impressive
performance against the
University of Hartford.
The game was closely fought
with Connecticut getting superb
performances from the entire
serum, wing forward Teddy
Heinz, '94, scored his and the
team's first try of the season, and
the young backfield. Jon Zaff,
'95, scored in the second half off
of great ruck by the serum and a
textbook play by flyhalf Pete
Esselman, '94. This try tied the
game at 10-10, but University of .
Hartford pounded in two late tries
to best Connecticut by the final
score of 18-10. Thoughaloss, this
game was the best effort of the
year as Connecticut presses
forward toward the New England
Division III championship.
The team has been beset b
M OCfAN "'"frlUE, NEW LONDON. CT
gP-hVtll~ 'tJ'il\e traad
9ll1ce 1962
443-0370
• Potato Skins
• Mozzarol1<l ~IJcks
• Pizza and Catzones
• Sandwiches
443-8439 MC/VISAaccepted
SPORTS
Schmoozing with Dob and Pops:
Infirmary packed as heavy television
sports viewing starts to take its toll
By Dobby Glbsoo
Associate Sports Editor
and Dave Papadopoulos
The College Voice
Miscellaneous
With the NFL season hiuing the
halfway mark, the NBA finishing
up their pre-season, the World
Series, and the NHL all under way,
we've hit that point in the year
when all four major sports seasons
collide. Needless to say, T.V.
sports viewing is out of hand
around campus and the
ramifications are just beginning to
be felt. After Game 3 of the World
Series (which went into extra
innings and lasted over four hours)
several students ended up spending
the remainder of the night in the
infirmary. It was determined that
the extended viewing had inflicted
200 rad exposure to the students,
the equivalent of 436 skull X-rays.
Schmoozing would like to remind
all marathon sports viewers that the
application of a 12 or 24 snnscreen,
the wearing of sunglasses or
protective eyewear, and the post-
viewing application of aloe to
burned skin is imperative.
Furthermore. viewing under the
"buddy system" is never a bad idea.
Keep an eye on each other and look
for the following danger signs: I.
nausea 2. shortness of breath 3.
dizziness 4. drooling or foaming
around the mouth 5. unexplained
urges to watch an Orlando Magic
game. If you see any of these signs
in your buddy, get him or her away
from the T.V., and call your local
physician. .. The high powered
offense for the Indianapolis Colts
have fired up an astounding 55
points in 8 games - that's almost a
touchdown and extra point a game
to me and you.
World Series
Games 2, 3, 4and60fthisyear's
worst to first World Series were
exactly what makes the Fall Classic
the Fall Classic. All three games
were the kind of games that legends
are made of. Game four's game-
winning play at the plate in the
Women's Soccer loses to Bates
Camels' playoff chances may be in jeopardy
by Robin Lowell
The College Voice
The waiting game has begun.
The Connecticut College Women' s
Soccer team has to wait until
November 4 to see if it will be
playing in the ECAC tournament.
With the team's final season record
of9-5, the Camels are a long shot.
On Wednesday, the Camels
played their last home game of the
season against Clark University.
The Camels beat their opponents 3-
O. Conn set the pace quickly when
freshman Meg Gailaird scored 1:28
into the game. Sara Ciotti, '95, and
sophomore Kate Greco also scored
for the Camels. Junior goalie Anne
Palmgren made 5 saves and Julie
Granof, '95, made 2 saves. During
the last ten minutes of the game,
Coach Ken Kline put seniors on the
field. "It was a fun way to end our
last home game," said Palmgren.
Before Saturday's game at Bates,
senior co-captain Tyra Norbeck They are trying to build plays out
explained the tournament situation. of the back. The goalie passes up to
"Ifwe beat Bates, our record will be the fullback, the fullback passes to
10-4 and we will have a chance of a balfback instead of having the
making the tournament. A goalie punting ail the time. This
committee will review the records should make it easier to keep
and select eight teams. We've been possession of the ball. Coach
in the tournament the past three Kline has also had the team
years," said Norbeck. working on playing a more
Unfortunately, the Camels lost to defensive game.
Bates on Saturday by a score of2- After Saturday's loss to Bates,
O. Bates' first goal, scored by the Camels are unsure about their
Colleen O'Boren (32:52), was chances for post-season play. All
scored on a pass back to Palmgren they can do is wait until the
from a half- back. Stephanie committee's decision is made next
Gratska also scoredfor Bates late in Monday. They'll take Monday
the second half (70:35). Palmgren and Tuesday off and practice the
made 9 saves. "Bates played a very resrof the week. The Camels have
aggressive game. They fouled a lot. beat Amherst and Bowdoin, who
They weren't dirty players, they both beat Bates. "It's an outside
just hustled a lot. Conn has more of shot but we're still hoping," said
a finesse style of game. 1think it Palmgren.
worked against us in this situation," ~---'=--~B;cO=X;-S""C=O"'R"EO;----
Palmgren said. 1 2 F
The Camels have been working Conn 0 0 0
on one touch passing in practice. Bates I I 2
PROTECT LOVED ONES!
Mini Door / Window Alarm
A simple alarm you can afford to use almost everywhere.
Lightweight, yet delivers an amazingly loud piercing alarm,
Scoring Summary-I, Bates,
O'Brien, (35:53). 2, Bates,
Gratska, (70:35).
Shots-Conn, 8. Bates, I I.
poalies--Conn, Palmgren, 9
saves. Bates, Burnner, 5 saves.
ninth between Mark Lemke and
Brian Harper is one for the ages.
And need we mention Kirby
Puckett's game winning homer in
the bottom of the 11th to give the
Twins a win in game 6. We don't
care if you hate the Twins, the
Metrodome, or even God-forbid
Puckett himself, there's no way a
play like that doesn't send shivers
down your spine. .. This year's
classic is being covered on both
radio and television by two of the
all-time greats. On the radio eall is
the majestic and masterful Vin
Scully - perhaps, the greatest play-
by-play man of the day. On CBS is
the timeless one, Jack Buck.
Although, Jack has unfortunately
left his prime as a play-by-play
great, he still has that legendary
voice that will forever endear him
to our hearts.
Monday Night Pick
Last week: Buff Bills-13 vs, Cin
Bengals. Result Buff Bills 35, Cin
Bengals 16- We Win. Record: 4-
1-2 (.800). This week: the KC
Chiefs make their third and fmal
Monday night appearance of the
year (per leagne rules) as they play
host to the Raiders at Arrowhead
where the Chiefs are favored by 6
and a balf over their divisional
rival. Both teams are coming off of
tough games-she Chiefs ina losing
effort at Mile High and the Raiders
in winning fashion across the street
in Anaheim. The Chiefs are clearly
too much for the wishy-washy
Raiders who are having all kinds of
trouble puuing points on the board.
Too much Okoye, too much Derek
Thomas, and too much Jay
Schroeder for the Raiders to
handle. We look for the Chiefs to
rebound in a big way in a divisional
game they need in a big way. The
Chiefs have always been good to us
before, and like the old proverb
!locs, "You dance with who brung
ya." We don't know exactly what
that's supposed to mean -- just take
the Chiefs and lay the points.
Sports Notebook
Men's Cross Country breaks 200 points at Tufts
Mat Desjardins. '92, led the Camels with a fInishing time of 26:48.
"Overall, the team ran well placing ninth with196points,"saidJimBut1er,
who was especially happy because Connecticut College had never broken
200 pts.
Women's Cross Country finishes tenth at Tufts
The women's cross country team placed tenth at Tufts University even
without Katie McGee. '95. who could not fmish due to bursitis of the hip.
Kat Havens. '93, placed thirtieth. and was the first to finish for Conn.
lennicheUe Devine, '94, finished second for Conn despite illness.
Volleyball reaches semis at NESCAC Tournament
The Women' s VolIeybalI Team rounded out its season in grand fashion
by reaching the semi-finals of the NESCAC tournament for the first time
in the program's history, and fmished the season at a respectable 12-16.
During the course of the tournament the women beat the number one seed,
Tufts, and the number four seed, Williams. They had to bear. Williams,
their quarterfinal opponent, without the talents of starter Bonnie
Silberstein. '93, who went down with a bad back before the game. "It's
great that we finished off strong and that we could come back after all the
defeats," co-captain Kari Henrickson, '92, said. ''We wouldn't let the
losses get our confidence down."
Women thrive at the Head of the Charles
At the Head of the Charles, one of the biggest crew races inAmerica,
the Connecticut College women's rowing team finished an astounding
third in the Club division of eights. The boar, comprised of all seniors, was
the first collegiate team to cross the finish line, the first and second place
boats being clubs. On October 26, two varsity boats and one Freshman
boats joumeyd to Philadelphia for the Head of Schuylkill. The two varsity
boar. came in 16th and 30th, respectively, out of 50 rankings. The
Freshman boat fmished fourth out of eight
$ 24.95
Jersey Number
a. 3
b.7
c.9
d. 10
e. 12
f. 13
g. 18
h. 19
i. 77
j. 99
Domino's Pizza Sports Trivia
Shame on you, sports fans, there were
no winners for last weeks "pigskin
puzzlers." And to think some of you out
there think our campus needs a football
team. Does anyone have any respect
for the history of the game? Let' s see if
anyone can redeem himself or herself
by matching the legendary sports hero
below with their jersey number. As
always, first person to turn in the
correct answers to Box 3489 or Dobby
Gibson wins a free pizza.
PERFECT FOR DORMS!
Easy 10 Minute Installation
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
M~ilyour check or money order
iii the amount 01$24.95 + $2.50 S&H to:
Prime Business Concepts,
PO Box 6000, Yantic, CT 06389.
Allow6-8 weeks for delivery
requires 9 vo~ battery (not included)
Sports Legend
I. George Mikan
2. Phil Esposito
3. Babe Ruth
4. Terry Bradshaw
5. Pele
6. Johnny Unitas
7. Wilt Chaimberian
8. Charlie Joyner
9. Ted Williams
10. Red Grange
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Field hockey ties New England's best
b,. GeoIr Goodman
The Conege VWtt
[
to score on us," said Nicki Hennessey, '93,
who helped orchestrate me shutout.
Sachs, me Camels' outstanding goalie,
also had anomer stellar performance in net,
tallying 16 saves off a barrage of 27 Clark
Pete Spear, '94, plays for the ball.
field happy mat we had tied, but disappointed
that we had not pulled out me win."
The tie did help me Camels, 9-4-1, who
have been battling to secure their position for
post season play over me past few games.
Although they will not find out until next
Monday their fate in me postseason, they still
are looking ahead to their possible
opponents. Some of the teams they might
come up against include Trinity, Williams,
Smith, Amherst, and St. Michaels. The team
has played tough against a1lthcse teams this
season, except St. Michaels, who was not on
the schedule.
BOX SCORE
Conn
Clark
I
o
o
2 OT
o 0
o 0
OT F
o 0
o 0
Scoring Summary-None.
Shots on Goal-Conn, II. Clark,27.
shots.
The result of me battle was a scoreless tie
with a powerul opponent, which would be a
great result for most teams. "We still weren't
satisfied," said Sachs. "People came off me
Goanes-Conn, Sachs, 16 saves. Clark,
West,7 saves.
Reeords-Conn, 9-4-1. Clark, 10-1-3.
New star Spear rises' as
Conn falls without McBride
McBride at me sweeper position, as
well as the hot foot of Shawn
McAllister, '92, who scored yet
again.
The sweeper position is,
according to Farzin Azarm, '92,
"The toughest position he [Spear]
can play. Mackernever had a back-
up at sweeper -- no one ever
thought he would need a sub. The
position is so new for him, but
Spear played well."
When asked if it was tough to
come in for McBride, Spear said,
"Yeah. There's a lot of pressure.
The responsibilites are so huge. It's
tough to step in so late in me
season."
Although the 5-3 loss to
Williams was disappointing, me
players still felt they played well.
"It was the kind of game where we
could walkaway feeling like wedid
a good job," noted Spear. The
Camels are not out of me post-
season picture yet. Surprise losses
by Colby and Coast Guard have
given Conn aglimmerofhope, with
everything riding on next
Wednesday's home game against
Eastern Connecticut at 3:30.
Playing against Clark University (10-1-
3), the number one team in New England that
is also ranked Iifteenth nationally, is not the
way most field hockey teams would want to
spend a Saturday afternoon. The Conn
College Women's Field Hockey team,
however, relished me opportunity this week.
The team came into the game on the heels
of a 2-1 loss to a very steady Williams team
the previous Tuesday. "They weren't
particulary tough but they had very refined
skills. We just didn't play our game," said
assistant coach Jen Schoemacher.
The team realized mat to keep from being
swept away by Clark, the members had to .2
play together, Itwas also essential mat they :il
turn their game up a notch to me Icvel where j
it was in me beginning of the season, when '"'
they were victorious in their first seven '!
games and eight of their first nine. ~
"[The Clark game] was the first game in a ~
while that everyone was in sync and pumped iii======== = ,--- --'
up," commented co-captain Laurie Women's fidel hockey teamssecureda 9-4-1 record after Saturday·sgame.
Sachs,'92.
The women battled through me Clark
homecoming crowd, poor field conditions,
three long, scoreless regulation periods and
two seemingly longer, scoreless overtime
periods. "We knew that they were not going
Playoff hopes still alive as Colby, CGA lose
by Dobby Gibson
Associate Sports Editor
It looks as if the 1991 men's
soccer team is starting to suffer
from a serious caseofP.M.S.: Post-
Macker Syndrome. Last Saturday
the Camels, who are now 0-2 Post-
Macker, took to the pitch against
Williams and, despite a solid all
around effort, emerged 5-3 losers.
No, you didn't have to be
Nostradamus to see this result
coming.
It's probably not news to anyone
that Conn's top player Jon
McBride, '92, went down with a
broken leg in last weekend's game
with Trinity. But in addition to that,
Conn had to face off against a
powerful 7-1-2 Williams squad
which always plays tough at home.
This game proved to be no
exception.
Yet, despite the adverse
situation, the Camels played a good
all-around game, anchored by Pete
Spear, '94, who was filling in for
BOX SCORE
1 2 F
Conn 123
Williams 2 3 5
Scoring Summary:
First Half-I, Williams, LaDeroute
(Upton), 10:42. I, Conn, Cheney
(Gilmartin), 21:12. 2, Williams,
Mokoena (Ackerman), 23:10.
Second Half-2, Conn, McAllister
(Azarm), 46:21. 3, Williams,
Thompson (Hult), 46:44. 4,
Williams, Thompson (Hult), 71:47.
5, Williams, Ryan, 74:20. 3,Conn,
Carter (Azarm), 76:40.
Goalies-Conn, Cuitillo, 6 saves.
Williams, Goldfarb, 3 saves.
Shots-Conn 7, Williams 17.
Athlete of the Week/r--------..=..::=-===:=..::::....::-=----=::::...::....-=-=-=------.!..~-=-~~-------~
This week's award goes to the WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM. The
team made it to the semi-finals of the NESCAC tournament on Saturday,
its best finish ever.
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